
Chris Lahiji is the Founder and President of LD Micro. LD Micro started back in 2006 and is a beneficial resource for the 
microcap community. The platform evolved from a traditional newsletter to a one-stop-shop where investors not only 
attend microcap conferences but access company listings, press releases, top news and valuable momentum indicators. 
Chris has been identified as a leading 50 microcap investor and deserves a spot on our list. 

When asked about his greatest inspiration, Chris credited his former economics and business law professor, Mr. Festejo. 

However, over the years Chris has drawn new inspiration from Alta Fox Capital’s portfolio holdings. Chris has grown to 
become an avid follower of Connor Haley’s due to the fact that he “rarely makes mistakes.” This is reminding of some  
personal wisdom Buffett once shared claiming, “you only have to do a very few things right in your life so long as you 
don’t do too many things wrong.” We believe this to be true not only for life, but investing as well. 

The horse vs. jockey dilemma is a common question we pose to all top 50 investors. Chris believes the jockey comes  
foremost, meaning he places greater emphasis on the quality of management over other mechanics of the business.  
This “culture eats strategy” approach has led Chris to plenty of winners and some losers throughout his tenure as a 
portfolio manager. While EGHT was arguably his best performing investment, he feels as if the most important learning 
experiences have come from losses stating, “most things in life are fads; don’t invest in one.”  

We are excited by the addition of Chris to our network. You can keep up to date with his most recent endeavors via  
LinkedIn or the LD Micro Twitter page.
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